DURING YOUR STAY

EAT/DRINK

ARCHIVE COFFEE + BAR
102 LIBERTY ST NE
**HOSTING NWA RECEPTION**
*VEGAN + GF OPTIONS

TAPROOT
356 STATE ST NE
*VEGAN + GF OPTIONS

EPILOGUE KITCHEN
508 STATE ST
*VEGAN + GF OPTIONS
*BIPOC OWNED

BASIL + BOARD
500 LIBERTY ST SE
*ROOFTOP DINING

FORK FORTY FOOD HALL
440 STATE ST
*MANY FOOD OPTIONS

NOBLE WAVE
189 LIBERTY ST NE
*NEW ORLEANS CUISINE

THINGS TO DO

RITTER’S
102 LIBERTY ST NE
*STONE FIRED PIZZA
*WHISKY BAR
*VEGAN + GF OPTIONS

WREKINGBALLERS
440 STATE ST
*BREAK THINGS!

COMMON PEOPLE YOGA
360 LIBERTY ST SE
*DROP IN CLASSES AVAILABLE

THE INFINITY ROOM
210 LIBERTY ST SE
*COMEDY CLUB
*VEGAN FOOD

THE COINJAM
439 COURT ST NE
*BAR + ARCADE
*GREAT FOOD

HALLIE FORD MUSEUM OF ART
700 STATE ST
*$8 ADMISSION

OSH MUSEUM OF MENTAL HEALTH
2600 CENTER ST NE
*$7 ADMISSION

WILLAMETTE HERITAGE CENTER
1313 MILL STREET SE
*$10 ADMISSION

BUSH’S PASTURE PARK
890 MISSION ST SE